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a b s t r a c t
We propose the damped inexact Newton method, coupled with preconditioned inner
iterations, to solve the finite element discretization of a class of nonlinear elliptic interface
problems. The linearized equations are solved by a preconditioned conjugate gradient
method. Both the inner and outer iterations exhibit mesh independent superlinear
convergence.
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1. Introduction
Interface problems arise in various branches of material science, biochemistry, multiphase flow etc. Such models often
describe a situation when two distinct materials are involved with different conductivities or densities. Another important
example is from localized reaction–diffusion problems [7,8]. Many special numerical methods have been designed for
interface problems, e.g. those involving monotone iterations, see e.g., [7,10–12]. When one employs a fine mesh to obtain
an accurate approximation, the arising large-scale system has a large condition number too, which in fact tends to infinity
as the mesh parameter approaches zero.
In this paper we consider a class of nonlinear interface problems. Our goal is to construct a numerical method that
provides superlinear convergence of the overall iteration: moreover, this convergence is mesh independent (i.e. its rate
does not deteriorate as the mesh is refined). We propose an inner–outer (damped inexact Newton plus PCG) iteration for
the finite element discretization of the interface problem. Our result starts from an observation used in [9]: we can recast the
considered interface problemto aweak formulation similar to that of themixed problems.We considermatching conditions
for the solution itself on the interface, i.e., the jump is allowed for the normal derivatives. It is known that theNewtonmethod
yields superlinear convergence when the exact solution of the linearized equation is given. Instead of this, one may solve
the linearized equation in an inexact way, for which we apply a preconditioned conjugate gradient method. In this way we
may ensure superlinear convergence of the outer Newton iterations by controlling the inaccuracy of the inner iteration, and,
moreover, the inner PCG iteration also provides mesh independent superlinear convergence.
2. The interface problem
2.1. Formulation of the problem
We consider nonlinear interface problems of the following type:
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−div (A(x)∇u)+ q(x, u) = f (x) inΩ \ Γ ,
[u]Γ = 0 on Γ ,[
A(x)
∂u
∂ν
]
Γ
+ s(x, u) = γ (x) on Γ ,
u = g(x) on ∂Ω,
(1)
where [u]Γ and
[
A(x) ∂u
∂ν
]
Γ
denote the jump (i.e. the difference of the limits from the two sides of the interface Γ ) of u and
A(x) ∂u
∂ν
, respectively.
Assumptions (A1–A4)
(A1) Ω is a bounded open domain in Rd (d = 2 or 3), the interface Γ ⊂ Ω and the boundary ∂Ω are piecewise smooth and
Lipschitz continuous 1-codimensional surfaces.
(A2) A ∈ L∞(Ω,Rd×d), for a.e. x ∈ Ω A(x) is symmetric and it satisfies the usual condition of uniform ellipticity
0 < µ0|ξ |2 ≤ 〈A(x)ξ , ξ〉 ≤ µ1|ξ |2
for some positive numbers µ0, µ1.
(A3) The scalar functions q : Ω × R→ R and s : Γ × R→ R are measurable and bounded w.r.t. their first variable x ∈ Ω
(resp. x ∈ Γ ) and continuously differentiable w.r.t. their second variable ξ ∈ R. Further, f ∈ L2(Ω), γ ∈ L2(Γ ) and
g ∈ H1(Ω).
(A4) Let 2 ≤ p1 if d = 2 or 2 ≤ p1 ≤ 6 if d = 3, further, let 2 ≤ p2 if d = 2 or 2 ≤ p2 ≤ 4 if d = 3. There exist constants
α1, α2, β1, β2 ≥ 0 such that for any x ∈ Ω (or x ∈ Γ , resp.) and ξ ∈ R
0 ≤ ∂ξq(x, ξ) ≤ α1 + β1|ξ |p1−2, 0 ≤ ∂ξ s(x, ξ) ≤ α2 + β2|ξ |p2−2.
2.2. Weak solutions
The weak solution of the above problem can be defined as a function u∗ ∈ H1(Ω) such that∫
Ω
(
A(x)∇u∗ · ∇v + q(x, u∗)v) dx+ ∫
Γ
s(x, u∗)vdσ =
∫
Ω
f vdx+
∫
Γ
γ vdσ ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω) (2)
and u∗ = g on ∂Ω. (3)
As proved in [9], a classical solution of (1) is also a weak solution. Further, one has well-posedness as stated in the following
theorem (using the idea of monotone operators described in e.g. [6]):
Theorem 2.1 ([9]). Let Assumptions (A1–A4) hold. Then problem (1) has a unique weak solution u∗ in H1(Ω).
Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 also holds if we allow a slightly larger class of interfaces: if the surface Γ has finitely many
common points with ∂Ω , then the proof in the cited paper [9] remains valid.
For simplicity, in the following we only consider homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e. g ≡ 0 (that is, the solution will
be in H10 (Ω)).
3. Finite element discretization
3.1. Discretization of the interface problem
We consider the finite element discretization of the interface problem (2). We introduce a finite element subspace
Vh = span{wjh, j = 1, . . . ,m} ⊂ H10 (Ω) and we seek the element uh ∈ Vh that satisfies∫
Ω
(A(x)∇uh · ∇vh + q(x, uh)vh) dx+
∫
Γ
s(x, uh)vhdσ =
∫
Ω
f vhdx+
∫
Γ
γ vhdσ ∀v ∈ Vh(Ω). (4)
This equation can be written as an equation
Fh(u) = fh (5)
in Vh. By similar monotonicity reasoning as in Theorem 2.1, we get
Proposition 3.1. Under Assumptions (A1–A4), problem (4) has a unique solution uh ∈ Vh.
From (4) we are led to the problem of finding the coefficients c = (cj)mj=1 such that uh =
∑
cjw
j
h satisfies∫
Ω
(
A∇uh · ∇wjh + q(x, uh)wjh
)
+
∫
Γ
s(x, uh)w
j
hdσ =
∫
Ω
fwjhdx+
∫
Γ
γw
j
hdσ , for j = 1, . . . ,m. (6)
This gives rise to a nonlinear algebraic system of the form
Fh(c) = b. (7)
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3.2. Linearization of the discretized problem
In order to use Newton iterations, we have to formulate the linearization of the nonlinear equation (4). At this point we
introduce the inner product
〈u, v〉S :=
∫
Ω
A∇u · ∇v
on H10 (Ω), for which the corresponding norm ‖ · ‖S is equivalent to the standard norm of H10 by the uniform ellipticity of A.
Accordingly, the subspace Vh is endowed with the inherited S-inner product.
Proposition 3.2. The function Fh defined in (5) is Gateaux differentiable, its Gateaux derivative is symmetric and satisfies for all
uh, vh, ph ∈ Vh
〈F ′(uh)ph, vh〉S =
∫
Ω
(
A∇ph · ∇vh + ∂ξq(x, uh)phvh
)+ ∫
Γ
∂ξ s(x, uh)phvhdσ . (8)
Proof. It follows similarly to [6, Theorem 6.2] for one equation if the Neumann boundary is replaced by the interfaceΓ . 
Let us denote by Nh the nonlinear part of the operator Fh, defined via
〈Nh(uh), vh〉 =
∫
Ω
q(x, uh)vhdx+
∫
Γ
s(x, uh)vhdσ ∀v ∈ Vh(Ω). (9)
Then we obtain
〈F ′(uh)ph, vh〉S = 〈ph + N ′h(uh)ph, vh〉S . (10)
Finally we introduce the corresponding stiffness and mass matrices, respectively:
Sh =
[
〈wih, wjh〉S
]m
i,j=1
, Dh(uh) =
[〈N ′h(uh)wih, wjh〉L2]mi,j=1 . (11)
4. The inner–outer iteration
In this section we describe the proposed inner–outer iteration and derive mesh independent superlinear convergence
for both inner and outer iterations. These results require adding some additional assumptions to (A1–A4).
Assumptions (B1) or(B1′).
(B1) The derivatives of q and γ w.r.t. ξ are Lipschitz continuous, that is, there are constants C1, C2 such that |∂ξq(x, ξ1) −
∂ξq(x, ξ2)| ≤ C1|ξ1 − ξ2| for a.e. x ∈ Ω and |∂ξ s(x, ξ1)− ∂ξ s(x, ξ2)| ≤ C2|ξ1 − ξ2| for a.e. x ∈ Γ , ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R.
(B1′) The derivatives of q and γ w.r.t. ξ are locally Lipshcitz continuous, in the sense that |∂ξq(x, ξ1) − ∂ξq(x, ξ2)| ≤(
c1 + c2max(|ξ1|, |ξ2|)p1−3
) |ξ1 − ξ2| for a.e. x ∈ Ω for some 3 ≤ p1 (if d = 2) or 3 ≤ p1 < 6 (if d = 3), and
|∂ξ s(x, ξ1) − ∂ξ s(x, ξ2)| ≤
(
c1 + c2max(|ξ1|, |ξ2|)p2−3
) |ξ1 − ξ2| for a.e. x ∈ Γ , ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R for some 3 ≤ p2 (if d = 2)
or 3 ≤ p2 < 6 (if d = 3).
4.1. Outer iteration
We sum up the required properties of the discrete problem in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let Assumptions (A1–A4, B1) hold. Then
(1) Fh : HS → HS is Gateaux differentiable;
(2) Fh has the form Fh = Ih+Nh, where Ih is the identity operator on Vh, Nh is also Gateaux differentiable and N ′h(u) is symmetric
for all uh ∈ Vh;
(3) F ′h(vh) is regular and ‖F ′h(vh)wh‖ ≥ ‖wh‖ for all vh, wh ∈ Vh;
(4) if ∂ξq and ∂ξ s are bounded, then the operators N ′h(uh) are uniformly majorized by a symmetric compact operator K defined
on HS , in the sense that for all vh ∈ Vh〈N ′(uh)vh, vh〉S ≤ 〈Kvh, vh〉S, independently of the chosen FEM subspace Vh;
(5) in general, under assumption (A4), the operators N ′h(uh) are only locally uniformly majorized, that is for all r > 0 there
exists a compact operator K(r) defined on HS into Lp1(Ω) such that the first term of (9) satisfies 〈N ′h(uh)vh, vh〉S ≤
〈K(r)vh, vh〉2/p1Lp1 (Ω), ∀vh ∈ Vh and for all ‖uh‖ ≤ r, independently of the chosen FEM subspace Vh, and similarly with p2
for the second term of (9);
(6) N ′h is Lipschitz continous with some Lipschitz constant L independent of of the chosen FEM subspace Vh;
(7) if [ B1′] holds only instead of [ B1] then N ′h is only locally Lipschitz continous, with a function L : (0,∞) → (0,∞)
independent of the chosen FEM subspace Vh.
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Proof. (1) It has been proved in Proposition 3.2.
(2) It follows from (10).
(3) Using the nonnegativity assumption on q′ and s′, we have for all vh, wh ∈ Vh
〈F ′h(vh)wh, wh〉S =
∫
Ω
(
A(x)∇wh · ∇wh + ∂ξq(x, vh)w2h
)
dx+
∫
Γ
∂ξ s(x, vh)w2hdσ
≥
∫
Ω
A(x)∇wh · ∇wh = ‖wh‖2S .
By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, this leads to the needed conclusion.
(4) Now β1 = β2 = 0 in Assumption (A4), hence∫
Ω
∂ξq(x, vh)w2hdx+
∫
Γ
∂ξ s(x, vh)w2hdσ ≤ c1
∫
Ω
w2hdx+ c2
∫
Γ
w2hdσ . (12)
We define the operator
〈Kv, z〉S ≡ 〈K1v, z〉S + 〈K2v, z〉S := c1
∫
Ω
vzdx+ c2
∫
Γ
vzdσ (v, z ∈ H10 (Ω)),
then K1 and K2 are bounded linear operators from L2(Ω) resp. L2(Γ ) to HS . The compactness of K1 and K2 follows from
the Sobolev compact embedding theorems [1]. First, because K1 is the composition
HS
compact embedding
↪→ L2(Ω) K1−→ HS
and second, because K2 is the composition
HS
trace operator−→ H1/2(Γ ) compact embedding↪→ L2(Γ ) K2−→ HS .
(5) This is analogous to the one before, now using assumption (A4) and the compact embeddings of H1(Ω) in Lp1(Ω) and
Lp2(Γ ), respectively.
(6) It follows from the next item.
(7) Its proof for the term on Ω can be found in [2], hence we only need it for the term on Γ , which we now denote by Sh.
Assumption (B1′) implies for any (x, ξ1) and (x, ξ2) ∈ Ω × R and η, ζ ∈ R,∣∣(∂ξ s(x, ξ1)− ∂ξ s(x, ξ2)) η · ζ ∣∣ ≤ (c1 + c2 (max |ξ1|, |ξ2|)p2−3) |ξ1 − ξ2||η||ζ |,
hence for all u, v, h, z ∈ HS∣∣〈(S ′h(u)− S ′h(v))h, z〉S∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∫
Γ
(
∂ξ s(x, u)− ∂ξ s(x, v)
)
h · z
∣∣∣∣ dσ
≤
∫
Γ
(
c1 + c2 (max |u|, |v|)p2−3
) |u− v||h||z|dσ
≤ c1‖u− v‖L3‖h‖L3‖z‖L3 + c2 (max ‖u‖Lp2 , ‖v‖Lp2 )p2−3 ‖u− v‖Lp2 ‖h‖Lp2 ‖z‖Lp2
where ‖u‖Lp ≡ ‖u‖Lp(Γ ), and in the last estimate Hölder’s inequality has been used for the cases 13 + 13 + 13 = 1 and
p2−3
p2
+ 1p2 + 1p2 + 1p2 = 1. Then the Sobolev embedding estimate
‖v‖Lp(Γ ) ≤ Cp‖v‖S (v ∈ H1(Ω)) (13)
(valid for 3 ≤ p if d = 2 and for 3 ≤ p < 6 if d = 3) yields∣∣〈(S ′h(u)− S ′h(v))h, z〉S∣∣ ≤ c1C33‖u− v‖S‖h‖S‖z‖S + c2Cp2p2 (max ‖u‖S, ‖v‖S)p2−3 ‖u− v‖S‖h‖S‖z‖S,
hence
‖S ′h(u)− S ′h(v)‖ = sup
h,z∈HS‖h‖S=‖z‖S=1
∣∣〈(S ′h(u)− S ′h(v))h, z〉S∣∣
≤ (c1C33 + c2Cp2p2 (max ‖u‖S, ‖v‖S)p2−3) ‖u− v‖S .
i.e. the function L(r) := c1C33 + c2Cp2p2 rp2−3 can be used. 
From item 4. of Proposition 4.1, it follows as in [2] that the jth eigenvalues of the operatorsN ′h(uh) are uniformly bounded
by that of K , i.e. λj(N ′h(uh)) ≤ λj(K). Then it obviously follows that
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Proposition 4.2. We have
2
k
k∑
j=1
λj(N ′h(uh)) ≤
2
k
k∑
j=1
λj(K).
A similar statement holds with K(r) for ‖uh‖ ≤ r if we can only locally uniformly majorize the operators N ′h(uh); then the
definition of λj(K) involves an exact analogue of the expression in (32) in [2].
Now we may introduce our damped inexact Newton (DIN) method [3] and formulate the related convergence theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let Fh, fh be as defined above, then the following damped inexact Newton method converges. Let u0h := 0 ∈ Vh
and let us define the sequence (unh) ⊂ Vh defined recursively as
un+1h = unh + τnpnh (n ∈ N), where ‖F ′h(unh)pnh + (Fh(unh)− fh)‖S ≤ δn‖Fh(unh)− fh‖S, with
0 < δn ≤ δ0 < 1, and (14)
τn = min
{
1,
1− δn
(1+ δn)2
1
L‖Fh(unh)− fh‖S
}
.
Then the sequence (uhn) converges to the exact solution uh of Eq. (5) as
‖unh − uh‖S ≤ ‖Fh(unh)− fh‖S → 0 monotonically.
Further, if δn ≡ δ0 then we have linear convergence, and if δn ≤ const · ‖Fh(unh)− fh‖γS (0 < γ ≤ 1) then the convergence is
locally of order 1+ γ , that is the convergence is linear for n0 steps, until ‖Fh(unh)− fh‖S ≤ ε, where ε is at most (1− δn) 12L , and
further on ‖unh − uh‖S ≤ d1q(1+γ )n−n0 holds. These estimates are independent of Vh.
Proof. The convergence estimates follow from [6] under the properties in Proposition 4.1. In particular, the sequence (uhn)
satisfies an a priori estimate ‖uhn‖S ≤ R with some R > 0 independent of Vh (see, e.g. [2, Remark 4.1]), hence we have
L := L(R0) as a global Lipschitz constant throughout the iteration. 
4.2. Inner iteration
For solving the inexact equalities arising in the DIN method, we propose a preconditioned conjugate gradient method.
Combining (10) and (14) we need to give an approximate solution to the equation
F ′h(unh)ph = −(Fh(unh)− fh), which can be written as ph + N ′h(unh)ph = −(Fh(unh)− fh) = rnh, thus(
Sh + Dh(unh)
)
p = −rn, (15)
where ph =∑j pjwjh, rnh =∑j rjwjh and p = (pj)mj=1, rn = (rj)mj=1.
This last equation is the one that we have to solve. We propose the preconditioned CG method with preconditioner Sh,
using the inner product 〈·, ·〉S . It is known [4,5] that for these types of equation, the CGM has the following convergence
property for the error vector ek = pk − p:
Theorem 4.2 ([4]). The CG applied to the Eq. (15) yields the following convergence estimate:(‖ek‖Ah
‖eo‖Ah
)1/k
≤ 2‖F
′
h(unh)
−1‖
k
k∑
j=1
λj(N ′h(unh))
with Ah = Sh + Dh(unh).
Proposition 4.2 then yields
Corollary 4.1. We have(‖ek‖Ah
‖eo‖Ah
)1/k
≤ 2
k
k∑
j=1
λj(K) =: εk → 0,
where ε is independent of the subspace Vh used in Galerkin discretization.
Proof. By item 3. of Proposition 4.1 we have ‖F ′h(uh)−1‖ ≤ 1, and the compactness of K implies that εk → 0. 
A similar statement holds if we can only locally uniformly majorize the operators N ′h(uh). Then the sequence εk involves
the expressionmentioned after Proposition 4.2, and the above K can be replaced by K(R), where ‖unh‖S ≤ R and (as pointed
out in the proof of Theorem 4.1) this R is independent of Vh.
In practice, one may combine condition (14) with Corollary 4.1 to control the number kn of the needed inner iterations
at the nth outer iteration.
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Fig. 1. The values log10 ‖rn‖S .
Table 1
Results for the test-problem described above
n N = 64 N = 128 N = 192
‖rn‖ ninn ‖rn‖ ninn ‖rn‖ ninn
1 2.7768 1 2.7784 1 2.7787 1
2 2.5545 1 2.5562 1 2.5565 1
3 2.3322 1 2.3339 1 2.3342 1
4 2.1099 1 2.1116 1 2.1119 1
5 1.8875 1 1.8892 1 1.8895 1
6 1.6651 1 1.6668 1 1.6671 1
7 1.4426 1 1.4443 1 1.4446 1
8 1.2201 1 1.2217 1 1.2221 1
9 0.99753 1 0.99918 1 0.99949 1
10 0.77492 1 0.77657 1 0.77688 1
11 0.55228 1 0.55393 1 0.55424 1
12 0.32961 1 0.33126 1 0.33157 1
13 7.3156× 10−3 3 7.3741× 10−3 3 7.3849× 10−3 3
14 4.0382× 10−6 7 4.0782× 10−6 7 4.0867× 10−6 7
15 9.5271× 10−12 15 1.1658× 10−12 15 1.3051× 10−12 15
5. The algorithm
The DIN algorithm applied to the problem (7) is then
(1) we calculate the matrix Sh and calculate b by some (fast Poisson solver as a) preconditioner, and set the initial guess
c0 = 0,
after n outer iterations
(2) we calculate the residual rn = cn + Nh(cn)− b, and its norm ‖rn‖Sh .
(3) we make some inner PCG steps with a stopping criterion  = δn and calculate pn:
(a) we calculate the mass matrix D(uh) as in (11), and set initial value p0n = 0,
(b) we calculate the residual e0n = p0n + Sh−1D(uh)p0n − rn, and its norm ‖e0n‖Sh , and define q0n = e0n
after k iterations:
(c) if ‖ekn‖Sh ≤  then we set pn = pkn and terminate the inner PCG
(d) we calculate the constant αk and then modify pkn and e
k
n as
αk = She
k
n · qk
(Sh + D(uh)) ekn · qkn
, and
pk+1n = pkn − αkqkn, ek+1n = ekn − αk(qkn + S−1h D(uh)qkn) respectively,
(e) we calculate the constant βk and then modify qkn as
βk = (Sh + D(uh)) e
k+1
n · qkn
(Sh + D(uh)) ekn · qkn
, qk+1n = ek+1n − βkqkn,
(f) we calculate the residual ek+1n = pk+1n + Sh−1D(uh)pk+1n − rn, and its norm ‖ek+1n ‖Sh , and step to (c).
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(4) we calculate the damping parameter τn and let
cn+1 = cn + τnpn,
and step to 2.
6. Numerical experiments
We have made experiments on some test-problems below:
· the domain wasΩ = [0, 1] × [0, 1], with Γ = [0, 1] × { 12 }· we used Courant elements for the FEM discretization using uniform mesh with width h = 1/N where N is the number
of subintervals on the interval [0, 1] × {0},
· the coordinates of the exact solutions were chosen among the functions of form
u(x, y) =

C1 · x(1− x)y
(
1
2
− y
)
on [0, 1] ×
(
0,
1
2
)
C2 · x(1− x)(1− y)
(
y− 1
2
)
on [0, 1] ×
(
1
2
, 1
)
· we have chosen polynomials q(x, ξ) := 1+ ξ 3 and s(x, ξ) := 1+ ξ 5,
· the stopping criterion was ‖Fh(unh)− fh‖S ≤ 10−10,· the code was written in Matlab.
The results of the numerical experiments strengthen the theoretical mesh independence results, see Fig. 1 and Table 1.
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